
Trade Secret 1: Adaptive Trading Part I



Introduction

• Welcome to Trade 
Secrets 1: Adaptive 
Trading.

• This is the first of a 
six part series of 
Nirvana’s Trade 
Secrets.

• Each Trade Secret will 
focus on a specific 
way of finding 
profitable trades 
depending on market 
conditions.



About This Trade Secret

• Trade Secret 1 will 
focus on Adaptive 
Trading.

• The concept is to 
change our trading 
approach based on 
current market 
conditions.

• This can mean using 
different strategies, 
different trading 
clues, or not trading 
at all.



Trade Secrets 1 Schedule

Date Presentation Presenter

February 19, 2019 Market Phases and 
Strategies

Jeff Drake

February 21, 2019 Summary and Interactive 
Session

Jeff Drake

February 26, 2019 Market Events and Clues Ed Downs

February 28, 2019 Summary and Interactive 
Session

Ed Downs

March 5, 2019 Putting it All Together Ed Downs and Jeff Drake

March 7, 2019 Summary and Interactive 
Session

Ed Downs and Jeff Drake

All presentations will be recorded. They will available with all of the trading assets at 
www.nirvanasystems.com/masters/trade-secrets/

http://www.nirvanasystems.com/masters/trade-secrets/


The Ever-Changing Markets

• If the markets never changed, trading would be a breeze!
• Unfortunately, the markets are always changing.
• Different market types require different trading approaches.



The Adaptive Trading Concept

• Adaptive Trading is based on the concept of 
changing your trading approach based on the 
“phase” of the market.



Seeing What the Market Sees

• Before we look at 
our approach, we 
need to know 
what the rest of 
the market is 
seeing.

• Understanding 
what the market 
sees can help us 
respond to broad 
market reactions.



The 200 Period Moving Average

• The 200 Period 
Simple Moving 
Average may be the 
most commonly 
used technical 
indicator.

• This indicator is 
referenced on major 
news feeds, 
networks, and it is 
watched by millions.

• The market almost 
always reacts to the 
200 Period SMA.



The Golden Cross

• A Golden Cross is 
the crossing of the 
50 Period SMA 
above the 200 
Period SMA.

• This is watched by 
participants in 
various markets 
(Indexes, 
Commodities, 
Securities, etc.) to 
determine a new 
long term upward 
trend.



The Death Cross

• The Death Cross 
occurs when the 50 
Period SMA crosses 
below the 200 
Period SMA.

• Once again, this 
watched by many 
market 
participants. It is 
said to determine a 
new long term 
downward trend.



The Problem with Common Tools

• We need to keep an 
eye on these tools 
because the rest of 
the market uses 
them.

• However, these are 
long term moving 
averages which 
inherently lag.

• We need to use 
more responsive 
tools that adapt to 
the changing 
markets more 
quickly.



Revisiting Adaptive Trading

• We want to adapt to 
changing markets 
without overreacting.

• For Adaptive Trading, 
we want to determine 
the type of market we 
are in and use tools 
that work in that 
environment.

• We also want to 
detect market events 
that can help us profit 
and avoid 
unnecessary risk.



It Starts with Market Phase

• The first step in 
Adaptive Trading is 
determine the 
Market Phase.

• A Market Phase 
basically defines 
which 
characteristics 
make it different 
from another 
Market Phase.

• For ATM owners, a 
Market Phase is 
similar to a Market 
State.



Components of a Market Phase

• There are various 
ways to define a 
Market Phase.

• For this trading 
method, we will 
concentrate on 
three Market Phase 
characteristics.
– Market Trend 

Direction
– Market Trend 

Strength
– Broad Market 

Volatility



Trend Direction: Moving Averages

• Determining trend 
direction is 
imperative to 
detecting Market 
Phase.

• Moving Averages 
are commonly used 
to determine trend 
direction.

• Moving Averages 
help to smooth 
price, but they are 
susceptible to lag 
(being late).



Trend Direction: Momentum

• Another good tool for 
trend direction is a 
Momentum Indicator.

• This includes indicators 
like CCI, RSI, 
Momentum, MACD, etc.

• A long term Momentum 
Indicator above the 
midline indicates a 
bullish trend, while 
below the midline 
indicates a bearish 
trend.

• Indicator slope can also 
be used for trend 
direction analysis.



Trend Strength: ADX

• The ADX indicator 
is often used to 
help determine 
strength.

• ADX is non-
directional – it does 
not tell you if the 
trend is bullish or 
bearish.

• If the ADX is above 
a certain level (e.g. 
20) the trend is 
considered strong.



Trend Strength: TRII

• The Trend Intensity 
Index (TRII) can 
show trend 
direction and 
strength.

• Values above 80 
show a strong 
upward trend.

• Values below 20 
show a strong 
downward trend.



Market Volatility: ATR

• Average True Range 
(ATR) is a common 
measure of market 
volatility.

• The ATR calculation 
includes gap 
information.

• High ATR readings 
indicate high volatility, 
while low readings 
indicate low volatility.

• ATR is very useful, but 
when being applied to 
multiple securities it is 
flawed as its reading is 
susceptible to price 
values.



Market Volatility: Volatility to Price Ratio

• Volatility to Price 
Ratio can be used 
for one or multiple 
securities.

• High readings 
indicate higher 
volatility, while low 
readings indicate 
low volatility.



The Kaufman Adaptive MA

• The Kaufman 
Adaptive Moving 
Average (KAMA) is a 
true “Swiss army 
knife” indicator.

• The Kauffman 
Adaptive Moving 
Average (KAMA) 
integrates volatility 
information into the 
moving average.

• In well behaved 
markets, it tracks 
price closely.

• In volatile markets, it 
will maintain a 
distance from price.



The KAMA Parameters

• In OT, KAMA can be 
found under Moving 
Average (Adaptive).

• The Efficiency Period 
is the absolute value 
of price change over n 
number of periods.

• The fast and slow 
periods  are 
exponential Moving 
Averages that create a 
Smoothing Constant.



Distance to AMA (DAMA)

• We created new 
indicators for this 
method based off of 
KAMA.

• The first is DAMA –
Distance to the 
Adaptive Moving 
Average.

• The indicator 
measures the 
distance from price 
to KAMA, and then 
smoothed.

• It is used to 
determine volatility.



Slope of AMA (SAMA)

• The second indicator 
we created based off 
of KAMA is SAMA –
Slope of the 
Adaptive Moving 
Average.

• This indicator 
measures the Linear 
Regression Slope of 
KAMA.

• If SAMA is above the 
zero line, it indicates 
an upward trend.



Combining DAMA and SAMA

• We used DAMA 
and SAMA to 
create the 
Adaptive 
Trading Chart 
Template.

• The template 
can show up to 
four different 
Market Phases.



The Four Market Phases

The Easy to 
Trade 

Market 
Phase

The Difficult 
to Trade 
Market 
Phase

Bearish 
Transitional 

Market 
Phase

Bullish 
Transitional 

Market 
Phase



The Easy to Trade Market Phase

• The Easy to 
Trade Market 
Phase is 
detected when 
SAMA and 
DAMA are both 
above zero.

• SAMA above 
zero means a 
bullish trend.

• DAMA above 
zero means low 
volatility.



The Difficult to Trade Market Phase

• The Difficult to 
Trade Market 
Phase is 
detected when 
SAMA and 
DAMA are both 
below zero.

• SAMA below 
zero means a 
bearish market.

• DAMA below 
zero means high 
volatility.



The Bullish Transitional Phase

• The Bullish 
Transitional Phase 
(Yellow) tells us 
that we could be 
entering a long 
term upward 
trend.

• SAMA is above 
zero meaning we 
are trending 
upward.

• DAMA is still 
below zero, 
meaning that the 
market is still 
relatively volatile.



The Bearish Transitional Phase

• The Bearish 
Transitional Phase 
(Blue) tells us that 
we could be 
entering a long 
term downward 
trend.

• SAMA is below 
zero meaning we 
are trending 
downward.

• DAMA is above 
zero, meaning 
that volatility is 
low.



Phases Only Tell Part of the Story

• Market Phases 
can help us 
adapt to 
changing 
markets.

• However, there 
is more 
information we 
can use to 
improve our 
odds of success.

• Ed Downs will be 
covering Market 
Clues and Events 
in part two.



Matching Strategies to Market Phases

• With our Market 
Phases defined, 
we can now look 
to using 
strategies that 
are conducive to 
each phase.

• Understanding 
strategy 
characteristics 
will help us 
determine how 
to match 
strategies to 
Market Phases.



The Adaptive Trading Strategies

• Adaptive Trading 
includes two strategies 
that were designed to 
perform in certain 
Market Phases.

• The AT Long Term 
Strategy is meant to be 
traded in the Easy to 
Trade Market Phase

• The AT Short Term 
Strategy can be traded 
in the other phases 
(although it performs 
decently in the Easy to 
Trade Phase).



The AT Long Term Strategy

• The AT Long 
Term Strategy is 
a long only 
strategy that 
uses the KAMA 
for signal 
generation.

• Signals are fired 
when price 
bounces off 
KAMA to the 
upside.



AT Long Term Filters

• Signals must pass a series of filters in order to 
make it to the vote line.

• This includes making sure that the Easy to 
Trade Market Phase is active.



AT Long Term Trade Plan

• The Long Term 
Trade Plan uses 
three stops to 
manage the trade:
– A Fixed Loss Stop is 

used to minimize 
potential losses.

– A Trailing Profit 
Stop is used to 
capture gains.

– A Breakeven Stop is 
used to exit the 
trade if a trend in 
our favor doesn’t 
occur.



AT Long Term Results

Results generated on the stocks in the NASDAQ and S&P 
100 Indexes from Jan. 1st, 2014 to February 10th, 2019.



AT Short Term Strategy

• The AT Short Term 
strategy fires both 
long and short 
trades.

• It is a classic 
Reversion to 
Mean strategy.

• It is allowed to 
trade in every 
Market Phase 
except the Easy to 
Trade Phase as to 
not interfere with 
the AT Long Term 
strategy.



AT Short Term Trade Plan

• The AT Short 
Term Trade Plan 
uses two stops to 
manage the 
trade.

• A Fixed Loss Stop 
is used to 
manage risk.

• A SMA Profit 
Stop is used to 
take profits 
quickly or to 
reduce losses.



AT Short Term Results

Results generated on the stocks in the NASDAQ and S&P 100 Indexes from Jan. 1st, 2014 to 
February 10th, 2019.



Trade Examples 



Trade Examples



Trade Examples



Conclusion

• Adaptive Trading is all about changing our 
trading approach based on market conditions.

• We use Market Phases to define the type of 
market.

• We then apply the Trading Strategies that 
perform well in each Market Phase.

• Part II of Adaptive Trading will focus on using 
Market Clues and Events to better align 
ourselves for trading success!
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